
UNMATCHED EXCELLENCE. B-TEK manufactures a full line of the longest lasting truck scales, rail 

scales, and floor scales on the market.  B-TEK also manufactures industry-leading industrial scales and weighing  
equipment for any application. Due to B-TEK’s wide range of options and materials, we are a leading provider of high 
quality industrial scales.

EXPERIENCE. B-TEK has a proud history that reaches back further than its 1994 inception. With  
multi-generational trade experience, the B-TEK team brings over 75 years of industry know-how to the table. This  
long-term knowledge of the weighing industry enables B-TEK Scales to focus on innovation and developing high quality 
solutions for our customers.

TECHNOLOGY. In 2003, B-TEK announced a joint venture with the Bilanciai Group of Modena, Italy, the largest 
truck scale manufacturer in the world. The Bilanciai Group’s advanced manufacturing techniques, combined with B-TEK’s 
outstanding product lines, provides customers with the highest quality and longest lasting scales in the world.  

EXTENSIVE PRODUCT LINE. B-TEK offers an extensive line of truck scales spanning across all industry 
applications and sizes.  As a comprehensive scale manufacturing company, B-TEK designs and builds solutions for a wide 
range of industries such as agricultural, logistics, industrial, steel, coal, waste, recycling, and aggregate. B-TEK has the 
ability to manufacture standard and custom scales in full electronic digital, analog, and electro-mechanical configurations.

CUSTOMIZATION. B-TEK is proud to be known for its ability to manufacture high quality, custom scale  
platforms. From nonstandard sizes to retrofitted components, B-TEK’s commitment to quality and service will deliver a 
product that fits seamless within our customers’ current configurations

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING. Through the use of cutting-edge manufacturing techniques the  

Side Rail continues to set the standard of quality within the truck scale industry. From B-TEK’s plasma cutting table  
designed to hold aircraft quality tolerances to our steel cleaning and painting line, each and every operation is designed to 
build the most reliable truck scales on the market.

HIGH QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP. B-TEK’s truck scales are assembled by highly skilled individuals 
who bring decades of experience to each operation. Combine these individuals with a culture dedicated to high quality 
and the result is a weighbridge constructed with a level of accuracy that cannot be matched.
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Ideal for all vehicle traffic, the Pit Type Truck Scale is a stable and reliable resource for years to come. Available 
in concrete or steel decks, this scale offers versatility for weihging needs and durability to last. 

Pit Type Truck Scales are available in standard lengths from 12’ to 140’, and varying widths from 8’ to 13’. 
Depending on how the scale was ordered, the individual scale modules can arrive from the factory partially or 
fully assembled. 

All models have the NTEP certificate of conformance number 97-116A1 and warranties on the weighing system.

PIT TYPE TRUCK SCALE

WARRANTY

PAINT SYSTEM

5-year weighbridge warranty covering defects in 
materials and workmanship. 5-year components 

warranty covering defects in materials and 
workmanship. 5-year surge/lightning warranty 

covering CPR load cells and summing boards.

STEEL DECK

DD Series 
The DD Series terminals 
combine computer  
programming power and 
flexibility together with the 
measuring requirements of a 

weighing instrument.

Traffic Lights
B-TEK’s traffic control  
packages are available in 
single or multiple light  

configurations.

Scoreboard
These high-intensity LED 
displays are designed to 
ensure proper visibility in any 
environment.

ScaleSoft.NET
B-TEK’s truck management 
software is fast, flexible, and 
easy to use.

Custom sizes, capacities, and configurations are available for both Heavy Duty and Electro-Mechanical Side Rail designs.

Capacity

Weighbrigde Deck

Length

Width

Height

Steel Preparation

Load Cell

Concrete Deck Steel Deck

3/8” steel tread plate deck

30”

6” concrete deck coping

35’ 3/4” 

CONCRETE DECK

The paint system used is a cross-linked two-
part epoxy with a 2 to 4 mim primer base coat 
and a two-part UV-resistant polyurethane top 

cost of 2 to 4 mm.

Commercial blast cleaning SSPC-SP6

270,000 lb

75K CPD-M Digital compression column load cell, RS-485 digital output

8’ - 13’

12’ - 140’


